Book Reviews conviction, for she shows how, alongside ideas of the mad as in some way privileged or licensed by God, cared for within the home, there were always attempts to separate the mad into hospitals and "mad-towers", to exile them or to canalise their madness into socially more acceptable bounds.
WILLIAM W. FORTENBAUGH et al. (eds) , Theophrastus of Eresus: sources for his life, writings, thoughts and influence, Philosophia Antiqua 54, 2 vols., Leiden and New York, E. J. Brill, 1992, vol. 1, pp. x, 465, vol. 2, pp. viii, 705, Gld. 170 .00, $100.00 (set 90-04-09440-7).
Theophrastus of Eresus, student and successor of Aristotle, is one of the great unknowns of Classical Antiquity. Of the 289 titles ascribed to him by an ancient biographer, only a handful survives entire today, including his witty Characters as well as his major botanical treatises. The two volumes under review, the work of an international team of scholars over the last decade or more, mark a significant step forward. It is not only that they include far more texts than did Wimmer in 1862 (741 compared with 179), or that the references to parallel passages lead to even more relevant sources. For the first time it is possible to gain an overview of Theophrastus' oeuvre as a whole, and to trace his influence, in the Arab world as well as in the Greek and Roman. In addition, all the passages chosen are given an apparatus criticus of variant readings and conjectures, and, what is most important, an English translation. Future volumes will offer commentaries on the various sections of Theophrastus' life and work. This is a remarkable achievement, and the whole team (and the typist) must be congratulated on an excellent piece of work. A careful reading of the introduction, in which the principles are set out on which the choice of texts was made, and familiarity through use will remove any initial surprise at the wide chronological choice of sources (going down to Pico della Mirandola in the late fifteenth century) and any irritation at an occasionally cumbersome reference system. It is good to have the Arabic material available alongside the Greek and Latin, and treated with the same philological care, for it adds appreciably to our understanding of the influence of Greek logic and science in the Middle Ages.
To attempt to review all the work of the team would be supererogatory, and my remarks will be confined to medical sources. The trawl for references is exhaustive, extending even to fragments preserved still only in manuscript, and the translations are uniformly excellent. At 100C I prefer "reason", not "speech", as the necessary concomitant of man, following the translation in N. Rescher, M. E. Marmura Alexander against Galen on motion, p. 69 Fischer, 1990, pp. 442, illus., DM 128.00 (3-437-11334-8) .
In 1805, when Franz Joseph Gall travelled through Germany in order to demonstrate his new organology as a synthesis of anatomy, psychology and craniology, he caused a stir not only among colleagues in the medical profession, but also among philosophers and other intellectuals. Soon, Gall and his doctrine became the subject of anatomical and physiological treatises, as well as novels, dramas, and anecdotes.
In her comprehensive study, Sigrid Oehler-Klein has admirably attempted to reconstruct the complex and complicated story of Gall's reception. Her book consists of three major parts. The first is an extensive overview of Gall's doctrine. Given the historiographical standpoints of Owsei Temkin, Erwin Ackernecht, and Erna Lesky the author does not present any new insights, but she highlights some interesting details. 
